British travellers have visited Australia in many guises: as writers, tourists, investors and migrants, convicts, cricketers, gaolers and governors, 'new chums', 'remittance men' and 'pommie bastards', all part of the flow of people, ideas and information to which a new transnational imperial history has been directing attention.
1 But whatever the guise, their visits were framed within a complex cultural relationship in which Britain was the 'Old Country' and Australia the new. It would take some time before Australians began to see Australia as old, to think of their past as an object of the tourist gaze and to learn how to be nostalgic about their own history.
2 In that process, British travellers played a significant role, less in what they saw than in what they failed to see. Their regard or disregard for the Australian past shaped not only the development of tourism in Australia but also Australians' broader understanding of their history. So let us begin with an American abroad.
One of the most well-used -even hackneyed -quotations from a traveller in Australia is a comment on Australia's past as a tourist attraction. In 1897, Mark Twain published Following the Equator, a spin-off from a lecture tour undertaken two years earlier at the age of 60 to address some financial embarrassment. He had been marvelling at Melbourne, as one did, noting 'its efflorescence of palatial town houses and country seats'. But what, he asked theatrically, was this 'majestic' city's origin? 'Its first brick was laid and its first house built by a passing convict.' And then the famous passage:
Australian history is almost always picturesque; indeed, it is so curious and strange, that it is itself the chiefest novelty the country has to offer, and so it pushes the other novelties into second and third place. It does not read like history, but like the most beautiful lies. And all of a fresh new sort, no mouldy old stale ones. It is full of surprises, and adventures, and incongruities, and contradictions, and incredibilities, but they are all true, they all happened.
Later in South Australia he spotted it once more, this time in a colony without convicts: 'There it is again; picturesque history -Australia's speciality.' 4 Australians have always been ready to take to heart the passing comments of visitors.
5 Indeed, a number commented on the rapt attention with which Australians hung on their every word. The persistence with which locals asked visitors to admire 'our 'arbour' in Sydney or Collins Street in Melbourne, and the enthusiasm with which the press interrogated celebrities on their views of Australia before they had even set foot on land, were running jokes. When Twain's ship anchored, someone from the Sydney Morning Herald was there alongside in a launch asking for his opinion of Australia: 'I don't know,' he replied. 'I'm ready to adopt any that seem handy.' 6 In Australia the opinions of passing strangers mattered. And so this passage from Twain has been mined for book titles, epigraphs and an injection of colourful language into otherwise pedestrian prose.
7
But generally overlooked is that Twain's was essentially a tourist's response. He was one of the first to suggest not simply that Australia had a history but that this history could be of interest to the tourist. The terminology -picturesque, curious, strange, novelties, surprises, adventures, incredibilities -is that of the tourist industry, as is the inevitable insistence on authenticity: 'they are all true'. Twain had made his name as a tourist with his first success, Innocents Abroad, back in 1869. His was not the authoritative judgement of a celebrity from the centre giving a tick of approval to the social arrangements of a colony, which, as we will see, tended to be the mode of British visitors. Instead Twain brought the enthusiasm of a tourist on the lookout for curiosity.
Perhaps it took an American to notice that Australian history was the 'chiefest novelty' the country could offer the tourist, when both Britons and Australians were still wedded to a notion that Australian history was little more than a process of replication of England in the Antipodes, with little room for curious and often inconvenient oddities. Americans were more able than Britons to find historical novelty in a relatively recent past and were becoming more conscious of their own historical novelties, as the American Civil War slipped from present lived reality to formal historical solemnity. Moreover, Americans could readily fit the convict-made-good into their mythologising of the self-made man, the log cabin to White House story. In contrast, British (and many Australian) understandings of Australian history were wedded to a notion -necessary to the colonising project -that the old world, which represented civilisation and tradition, was impressing itself on a new world, a blank slate in terms of past achievement but offering promise of future greatness. Few visitors since Twain have thought Australia's history capable of pushing other touristic 'novelties' -the animals, the
